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Abstract 
There are uncountably many distinct inverse limit spaces that can be formed with unimodal 
maps as bonding maps. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Inverse limit spaces commonly appear as attractors of dynamical systems, thus their 
topology is of interest. However, distinguishing between inverse limit spaces can be 
difficult, even in the case where there is a single bonding map. As an example, there are 
three maps in the quadratic family with critical point periodic of period five; only recently 
have the three corresponding inverse limit spaces been shown nonhomeomorphic [2]. On 
the other hand, it is easy to show that there are countably many distinct inverse limit 
spaces by looking at (core maps of) tent or quadratic maps where the critical point is 
periodic of period n, for IZ E W; the corresponding inverse limit spaces have n endpoints 
that map to endpoints under any homeomorphism [ 11. 
A space X is a unimodul continuum if X is homeomorphic to the inverse limit space 
of a sequence of unimodal maps. Using infinitely renormalizable maps from the quadratic 
family, we prove that there are uncountably many distinct unimodal continua. In fact, 
there are uncountably many with a single bonding map. 
We have shown elsewhere that if a C” diffeomorphism of the plane, F, has a hyper- 
bolic fixed point with a ‘same-sided’ homoclinic tangency and for which the eigenvalues 
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of DF satisfy a nonresonance condition, then any unimodal continuum appears as a 
subcontinuum of the closure of the unstable manifold of the fixed point [3]. 
We introduce some terminology and notation. A continuum is a compact connected 
metric space. For any nondegenerate continuum X and any point x E X, the composant 
of x in X is the union of all proper subcontinua of X containing x, and the arc component 
of 2 in X is the union of all arcs in X containing x. If X is a compact metric space and 
f : X -+ X is a continuous map, the associated inverse limit space (X, f) with single 
bonding map f is 
(X3 f) = {J: = (Xo,Xi, . . .) 1 xi E x, f(Xi+1) = xi, 2 E Nu{o}}. 
For each i, DZ will denote the projection map given by Di(:) = xi. The map 
f^: (X, f) + (X, f) defined by f^((xa,~, . .)) = (f(zo),x~, XI,. . .) is called the in- 
duced homeomorphism. 
A map f : [a, b] + [a3 b] is u nimodal if there is c E [a, b] such that f is strictly 
increasing on [a, c] and strictly decreasing on [c, b]. The itinerary of x E [a, b] under 
f, If(x) = J(x), is the sequence babtb2.. . , where bi = R if fi(x) > c, bi = L if 
fi(x) < c, and bi = C if fi(x) = c, with the convention that the sequence stops after 
the first C. The kneading sequence of f is k(f) = I(f(c)). The set of itineraries can 
be ordered by the parity-lexicographical ordering as follows. Set L < C < R. Let 
w = wowr and u = WOZ)I . be two distinct itineraries and Ic the first index where the 
itinerariesdiffer.Ifk=l,thenw<vifwl <w~.IfIc>Iandw,...w~-]=~1...~~_1 
has an even number of R’s, then w < IJ if Wk < Vk; if wt . W&l has an odd number of 
R’s, then w < u if Vk < wk. If x < y, L(x) 6 L(y) [4, Lemma 11.1.31. The shift map o 
on the set of itineraries is defined as a(bobtbz . . .) = blb2 . . . . A sequence S is maximal 
if g”(S) < S for all n; since f(c) is the maximum value of the unimodal function f, 
It(f) is maximal. 
An admissible sequence is an infinite sequence of R’s and L’s or a finite sequence of 
R’s and L’s ending in C. In the following, if b = R, then 6 = L; if b = L, then 5 = R. 
For admissible sequences A = A’C and B = blbzb3 . ., A * B is defined as follows: 
(1) If A contains an even number of R’s and B is infinite, A * B = A’bl A’bz . 
(2) If A contains an even number of R’s and B is finite of length n, A * B = 
A’b,A’b* . A’b,_,A’C. 
(3) If A contains an odd number of R’s and B is infinite, A * B = A’blA’& . . . 
(4) If A contains an odd number of R’s and B is finite of length n, A * B = 
A%, A’& . A%,,_, A’C. 
According to [4], A * (B SD) = (A * B) * D. Also if A, B are maximal, then A * B is 
maximal and if B > C, then A* B > A. A sequence S is renormalizable if S = A* B for 
nonempty sequences A and B, renormalizable with smaller period if S = A * B where 
B $ {C, R”, L”}, and infinitely renormalizable if S is renormalizable with smaller 
period and whenever S = A * B, then B is renormalizable with smaller period. The map 
f is renormalizable (injinitely renormalizable, respectively) if its kneading sequence is 
renormalizable (infinitely renormalizable, respectively). 
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A closed proper subinterval .J of [Q. b] is a restrictive interval for .f : [a. b] --f [a. h] 
with period R 3 1 if 
( I ) .J. ,f( J). , f”-’ (.J) have disjoint interiors; 
(2) .f”(J) C J, f”(bd(J)) C M(J); 
(3) c E .f’(J) for some i < 71; and 
(4) for rl, .J is maximal with respect to these properties. 
The restrictive interval .I is a maximal restrictive interval if no restrictive interval 
properly contains J. The unimodal map f is renormaiizable if and only if .f has a 
restrictive interval. 
Define the following families of maps on the unit interval I: 
?? for X E [ 1.21, the family of tent maps TX : I - I is defined as 
Tx(.7.) = 
{ 
x3., 0 6 .1’ 6 0.5, 
X(1-r). o.s<r< 1; 
?? for X E [O. 41, the family of quadratic maps gx : I 4 I is defined as 
gx(.7)=X.E(l-J). O<.I,< 1. 
Any maximal admissible sequence A appears as the kneading sequence for at least one 
map ,9x in the quadratic family; we will denote gx by gA if k.(gx) = A. If A is either 
not renormalizable or finite of length greater than 2, and not renormalizable with smaller 
period, then A is the kneading sequence for exactly one map TX in the tent family; again, 
we let T,J denote TX. 
Let f be either a tent or quadratic map with kneading sequence RL . That is, 
f’(c) < c’ < f(c), and th e interval [f’(c),f(c)] . IS invariant under S, as is I’ = [O. f(c)]. 
The map f restricted to the interval [f’(c). f(r)] 1s t h e cure map of ,f. The inverse limit 
space (I, f) is equal to (I’. f]rg) and identical to that of the core map except in having 
an additional infinite ray with endpoint (0.0.0.. .) dense in (I, f) if f(c) # 1. If f 
is a unimodal map from either the tent or quadratic family and k(f) > RLRW. .f has 
positive topological entropy and (1. f) is indecomposable. 
Choose Al > RLR” and .42 > RLR” to be finite kneading sequences which are 
of different lengths greater than 2 and not renormalizable with smaller period (thus both 
appear in the tent and quadratic families). Let S = sI s2 be a sequence of l’s and 2’s. 
and define S* = lim,,,,(A,5, * A,, *. * A.sr,) = A,, * (lim,,,(Asl *. . * A,?,,)). We 
prove that if S. S’ are distinct sequences, then (I. gs*) is not homeomorphic to (I. ysl*), 
hence there are uncountably many distinct inverse limit spaces (Corollary 2). 
A subcontinuum T of a space X is an end continuum in X if whenever T 2 A. 
T 5 B for continua A, B C X, then either A C B or B C: ,4. The element II’ of X 
is an endpoint of X if {.r} is an end continuum in X. Note that if X, Y are compact, 
f : X + Y is monotone and T is an end continuum of X, then f(T) is an end continuum 
of Y. 
Theorem 1. Lrt A, > RLR”, B, > RLRx, i = 1.2. be maximal admissible sr- 
yuences with Ai jnite and not rennrmalizable with smaller period. All but.finitely mung 
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composants of the inverse limit space of the core map of CJA,*B, are arc components. of 
(I,SA,*B,) = (I’SA2*BZ)’ then IA / = IA/ and (I, yB,) ‘v (I, g&). 
Proof. Since B, > C, RLR” < Al < A, * B1, and gA,*B, has positive topologi- 
cal entropy. There is a monotone map hl : I + I which is a semiconjugacy between 
gA,*B, and TA, (see,_for example, 17, 11.8.11, and [6]). The map hl induces a mono- 
?ne semiconjugacy hl : (I, gA,*B, ) + (I,TA,) between GA,*B, and ?A, defined by 
~I((~o,zI,. . .I) = (h(zo),h(x,),. .). T 0 simplify notation, let gi (Ti) denote gA,*B, 
VA,, respectively) and Core(gi) (Core(T?,)) the inverse limit of the core of gi (T,, re- 
spectively) for i = 1,2. If IAl 1 = n1, then l/2 is periodic of period ni under T,, and 
(1, Tl) has precisely ni + 1 endpoints: the endpoint (O,O, 0, .), and nl endpoints of the 
form 
P, =$(&T;‘-‘(f) ,..., T;(;),T,(;),; ,...) 
for 0 < j < ni contained in distinct composants of Core(Ti) [l]; any other endcontinuum 
contains one of these endpoints. Since zl ((0, 0, 0, . . .)) = (O,O,O, .), hl (Core(g))) = 
Core(Ti). 
We show that exactly RI composants of Core(gi) have endcontinua. First, at most n, 
composants of Core(gi) contain subcontinua and each such composant contains x-i (pj) 
for some j. The interval 11 = h,’ (l/2) IS a maximal restrictive interval for gi, (Ac- 
cording to [7, Proposition 111.4.31, h;’ (l/2) IS a restrictive interval for gi. On the other 
hand, the definition of the semiconjugacy used in [6] implies that hl (z) = hl (l/2) if the 
itinerary of z is of the form R(A, * W) or L(AI * W) where W is any allowed itinerary 
for gB, , precisely the elements of the maximal restrictive interval for gi containing l/2.) 
In particular, gy’ (Ii) C 11 and g;’ (bd(li )) C: bd(ll ). Let 
EI = {E E (I,gl): IIn,,, (x) E gl(1,) for each n} = x-‘(p,). 
Suppose that A: B are proper subcontinua of (I, gi) containing El and that A \ B # 0, 
B \ A # 0. Then there is Ic E N such that for n 3 k, 
17,(A) \ K(B) # 0, &(B) \ n,(A) # 0. (1) 
However, Dn,, (A) and 17nnl (B) are of the form [al,, ,g1(1 PII and [b’,,,, , g1(1/2)], so 
(1) cannot hold. That is, El = ^h-‘(PI) is an end continuum as is $j(Ei) = x-‘(p~+~) 
for 0 6 j < ni, and exactly ni composants of Core(gi) have endcontinua. Similarly, 
exactly n2 composants of Core(gz) have endcontinua, where n2 = IA21. Any homeomor- 
phism between (1,gi) and (l,g~) maps Core(gl) to Core(gz), and a composant having 
an end continuum to such a composant, hence ni = n2. 
We prove that (I, gB, ) E (I, go,). As mentioned above, 9;“’ takes Ii into 1, with 
gy’ (bd(li)) C bd(li ); also, 91”’ I I, is conjugate via an affine map to a unimodal map with 
kneading sequence B, . According to Theorem 11.3.2 and the corollary to Theorem 11.6.2 
of [7], g;‘II, is conjugate to gB, and (I,gy’l~,) E (I,gB,). 
Suppose that BI # RLm. Then 
0 < d, (l/2) < QB, (l/2) < 1 
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and the interval L = [g& (l/2), gB, (l/2)] IS invariant. The map gB, ]L is the core 
map of gB, ; as before, (I, gB, ) consists of (L, gB, 1~) and an infinite ray with end- 
point (O,O,O, .) whose closure contains (L, gB, 1~). Corresponding to L is a subin- 
terval Lt = (g~!+B,(1/2),g~:*B,(1/2)) of Ii; (1l,gp’]1,) consists of (L,,g@‘l~,) and 
an infinite ray with fixed endpoint (pt. pl, pl, . .) whose closure contains (Li, gp’ IL1 ). 
The space Qt = {: E (I,gA,*B,): ~/rk~, (z) E It, k E N U (0)) is homeomorphic 
to (It,gf’ ]I,), hence Qt rv (I,gB,). Let Ml(+) denote the infinite ray with periodic 
endpoint p, = (PI, g1 “‘-‘(PI),.. .,S?(PI),SI(PI),PI ,...I and PI =&I \MI(+). 
On the other hand, if Bt = RLm, 0 = g;, (l/2) < gB, (l/2) = 1. The space (I, gB,) 
contains an infinite ray with endpoint (O,O,O. . . .) and whose closure equals (1, gB,) 
but whose complement also has closure equal to (I, gB,). Also, each proper subcontin- 
uum of (I, gB,) is an arc. Then (Ii ,g;“‘]I,) contains an infinite ray with fixed endpoint 
(pt , pl , pl . . .) dense in (It, gy’ 11, ) and with dense complement. Define &I, A41 (+) as 
before, but let P, = Q, . 
In either case, let Cl 
M (-) = G\(QI\@,H; 
First, suppose that K is 
is X E N such that 
/ n’ 
h(K)n& &;(S, =0 L 1 j=l 
for all tz 3 IV. Since l/2 E n,(UTL, i#(P,)) for all rz E W, l/2 $ IIn for n > N. 
Then gi In,+,(K) : n,+,(K) --+ 17,(K) is a homeomorphism for all n > N, hence K is 
an arc. (It follows that all but finitely many composants of Core(gt ) are arc components.) 
Since pt is a repelling periodic point for g1 and gf(pt) # l/2 for any j, there is 
E > 0 such that for 0 6 j < nt, if jz - gf (pl)] < E, then gt is monotone on (2, gf (PI)) 
and ]z - gf (pi)] < ]gi (x) - gf” (PI)]. Define the left-sided inverse (gf))’ of gt on 
gi([O, l/21) as (gY(4 = y where y E [0, l/2] and gt (y) = 5. The right-sided inverse 
(gp))’ of gt on gt ([l/2,1]) is defined similarly. Let A = 11), - E. p, + E] \ int(ri), and 
denote the composant of Core(gt) containing Qt. Define 
we prove that Mt (-) is also an infinite ray with endpoint p, 
a subcontinuum of Core(gl) and K f’U;L, #(P,) = 0. There 
K = {g: 2, E (g, “-n”)-1(g’~-“‘2)-’ (gym’)-‘(A) where s-, = L 
if 17,(pt) < l/2 and R otherwise}. 
Since l/2 $ rr, (A) f or any 72, K is an arc. Also, UyL, gf (I,) is invariant while Do(A) ~3 
uy;, 9:m = {PI)? so K C M, (-). Let z, denote the endpoint of K distinct from p, . 
Choose x2 E Mt (-) with g2 # g,, g2 # g,. There is a subarc K’ of (1,Ti) with 
endpoints ^ht(~,),~l(:~). The set x;](K’) IS a subcontinuum of Core(gt) which has 
empty intersection with UT:, # (P, ), hence X,1 (K’) is a subarc of Mi (-) containing 
{g,, ~~2). Then K u x;‘(W) IS a subarc of n/It(-) containing {~z,p_l}. Since (I,gr), 
hence Core(gt), is atriodic, if g # 2 E (I,g]) and {~,,p,}, {~z,pt} are contained in 
arcs Et, E2, respectively, either E, 2 E2 or E2 C E, . That is, Ml (-) is an increasing 
union of arcs (with common endpoint p_,), thus an infinite ray. 
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Since Core(gl) is indecomposable, int(Ql) = 0. Also each composant of a space is 
dense and cI(Ml(+)) = &I, hence cl(M~(-)) = Core(gl). Since 
&I =^h;‘(;,TT’-‘(;) ,..., T;(;),TI($),; ,... ), 
&I is an end continuum. Let CZ = h(Ci) where h is the homeomorphism from (1,gt) 
to (1,gz); C2 is a composant of Core(g2) containing an end continuum, so 
X;‘F;(;:T2”‘-‘(;):. . ,T;(9,T2(;), ;, . . .) c c, 
for some k E N U (0). Without loss of generality, k = 0. As above, 
Q2 =^h;‘(;,T;‘-‘(9 ,..., T;(;),T2(;),; ,...) 
can be written as hi!2(+) U Mz(-) U P2 where i&(f) U Adz(-) is an immersed line, 
M2(+) and M2(-) are infinite rays intersecting in a periodic endpoint p2, M2(+) u P2 
is homeomorphic to (I, gBZ), cl(M~(+)) = Mz(+) u P2 and cl(M~(-)) = Core(g2). 
If Bt # RL”, then Mi n Pr = 0, Mi U PI = Cl, and, since Core(gt) is atriodic, 
no element of MI is joined to an element of PI by an arc. It follows that h(M,) = M2 
while h(Pl ) = 6’2 \ M2 is a compact indecomposable subcontinuum of C2. This implies 
that B2 # RLm, hence P2 = C2 \ MZ and h(P,) = P2. 
The element h(pl) splits Mz into two infinite rays: h(MI(-)) and h(MI(+)) where 
h(Ml(-)) is dense in Core(g2) and cl(h(M,(+))) = h(Ml(+)) u P2. That is, h(GI) = 
h(M1 (+)) U P2 which is homeomorphic to M2(+) U P2, thus to (I, g&), and (I, g&) ? 
(I> g&). 
Since (1, gB,) = (I, g&) if BI = RL” = B2, the theorem is proved. 0 
Corollary 2. There are uncountably many distinct inverse limit spaces of unimodal maps. 
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